
Welcome to Reason 4 Being

You have taken a courageous step in making positive changes in your life. The following will help you 
understand more about what to expect at Reason 4 Being. Please read through the following information and 
feel free to ask any questions you may have. Thank you for choosing us. We look forward to working with 
you

We are committed to providing you quality services while maintaining professional behavior consistent with our
profession’s code of ethics. We are also committed to your right to be informed of our policies, procedures, 
confidentiality and its limitations, non-discrimination and informed written consent. If it becomes apparent that 
we are not qualified to assist you, or if for other reasons the progress you seek is not evident, we may pursue 
one of the following:

1) Evaluate barriers to progress and develop an alternative therapeutic approach;
2) Refer you to another therapist of your choice; and/or
3) Terminate therapy.

Description of Services 
Reason 4 Being provides individual therapy, counseling for couples and families, pre-marital counseling, 
counseling for children, adolescents and adults of all ages. In some cases, Reason 4 Being may offer group 
counseling as well.

Services focus on treatment issues including but not limited to: depression, anxiety, grief/loss, stress, 
sexual/physical abuse, sexual identity/gender, post-traumatic stress, divorce recovery, relationship issues of all 
kinds, parenting, blended family issues,  life transitions/adjustment, general men’s/women’s issues, general 
child/adolescent issues, multicultural issues, forgiveness and spiritual issues. 

Other Considerations
The exact length of treatment is difficult to predict but we are happy to discuss our average treatment duration 
for issues similar to yours. It is normal to experience many emotions during the counseling process. Some of 
these may feel uncomfortable but be assured that they are normal. Examples of these may include:

• Distressing, unresolved memories may surface
• Reactions during sessions that may not have been expected including heightened emotions or physical 

sensations
• Following counseling sessions, processing may continue and dreams, memories, flashbacks, feelings 

may be experienced
• Symptoms/feelings may become worse before they become better

Emergency Information
At this time, Reason 4 Being does not provide emergency services. Should you experience an emergency 
situation, please call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room.

*Arkansas law requires that you be informed that sexual intimacy between patient and counselor is never 
appropriate, is illegal and should be reported to the State Board of Examiners by letter to PO Box 70, Magnolia, 
AR 71754-0070 or by phone at (870) 901-7055. If you have concerns or complaints about licensed counselors, 
you can and should contact the Arkansas State Board of Examiners at the phone number listed above.



POLICIES & PROCEDURES

APPOINTMENTS: Regular counseling sessions are 50 minutes long. The initial session is 1 hour and 15 minutes at the 
regular session rate. Longer sessions may be scheduled as is deemed beneficial by your therapist. Your appointment time 
is reserved exclusively for you. Therefore, appointments canceled with less than 24 hours notice will be billed at the 
regular session rate unless other arrangements have been made with your therapist. Please contact us immediately when 
you are aware that you will not be able to make a scheduled appointment. In some cases, the therapist will also receive 
texts/emails/phone calls as part of ongoing therapy. 

INCLEMENT WEATHER: In the event that weather is severe enough to make travel dangerous, your therapist may 
cancel your session or make other arrangements for your session. If you are unable to make it to session because of 
inclement weather please notify us as soon as possible so that other arrangements can be made to make up the session. It 
is important to us that both therapists and clients remain in a safe location. 

FEES FOR SERVICES: Fees are payable at the time services are rendered. Reason 4 Being accepts cash, money order, 
credit and/or debit cards. The fee schedule is based on a sliding scale with a minimum fee of $35 for 50 minute counseling
session and $25 for 50 minute life coaching session.

SUPERVISION: Hannah Frazier Millsap is a Licensed Associate Counselor (LAC) in the state of Arkansas. Your 
counseling case may be discussed with her clinical supervisor. We will use any video or audio recordings of counseling 
sessions for professional purposes only, and only with your knowledge and permission.

THERAPIST’S TRAINING/EXPERIENCE: Hannah Frazier Millsap is a Licensed Associate Counselor (LAC) in the 
state of Arkansas. She holds several degrees and licenses. She has a Bachelor of Education in Early Childhood Education 
K-6, an ESL Endorsement K-12, a School Counseling Degree and a Master of Science in Community Counseling. She 
taught in the public school system for 13 years before changing careers to counseling.

THEORETICAL APPROACHES/METHODS & TECHNIQUES: Hannah Frazier Millsap’s approach to therapy is 
primarily Existential and Gestalt. She also draws from Person-Centered and Cognitive Behavioral. She uses active-
listening, reflection of feelings, clarification, empathy, unconditional positive regard as well as reframing. She may use 
play, art, poetry, writing, movement, video, and role playing in session. If you have any questions about any of these 
approaches, please ask

CONFIDENTIALITY: Confidentiality is your right to keep private any information that is shared between you and your 
therapist during the counseling process. Your therapist may agree to receive texts/emails and phone calls but it is very 
important that you understand that he/she cannot completely insure that your information is confidential when transmitted 
electronically. Your therapist may discuss this with you further if he/she sees that such communication could be beneficial 
to your therapy. There are some limits to confidentiality that are outlined in the next section. 

DUTY TO WARN: Confidentiality and privileged communication remain the rights of all clients according to state law. 
However, some courts have held that if a client intends to take harmful/dangerous action against him/herself or another 
human being, a therapist has a Duty to Warn: 1)The person who is likely to suffer the result of the harmful behavior, 2) 
the family of the person who is likely to suffer the results of the harmful behavior, 3) the family of the client who 
intends to harm him/herself or someone else, and/or 4) the appropriate state or local agencies. In cases of suspected 
abuse/neglect child(ren), disabled, and/or elderly, the therapist has a responsibility to notify the appropriate authorities.
In addition, a court of law may, under certain circumstances, require the therapist to testify and/or release client 
information. The therapist will, when expedient, share with the client the intent to notify relatives or authorities and 
attempt to resolve the issues before the above actions are taken. Information regarding therapy with a minor client must be
provided to the custodial parent if requested. When a client or former client initiates a lawsuit against the therapist, 
information regarding therapy may be disclosed. Clients who seek counseling as a couple understand that the right to the 
file belongs to both spouses and any information obtained from the file can only be granted through written consent of 
both spouses. 


